
MESA Meeting 3/12/17

Attendance:

Bittergrimm
BlackDawg
Caldaq
Cikea
Corsi
EquusImbrobus
Fangeonpaw
Ilari
IzzyKat
Kentar
PanPan
ProGen
Scotter
Shasta
Tracer
Wild n Woofy
Xibalba Leopard
y007ghg7
Zola

Meeting opened: 8:25pm

Previous Meeting Minutes read.

Department updates:
Corsi’s stone soup has it’s own giant cooking pot. The kitchen needs pot holders.
Medical should be well stocked, but could always more Isopropyl alcohol.
Reg will still be using the current system. We will be getting bags for the reg stuff. Next year we 
will be getting bars of soap for con swag.

We need a weighted keyboard for Matthew Ebel. Ilari may have something that can work.

Fox and Peppers will be unable to make it this year, due to a conflicting appearance at another 
convention that suddenly required them to stay the whole weekend.

MESA Meeting minutes have not been posted because Heros’s e-mail account stopped working, 
Ilari will send them to an alternate e-mail ASAP. Staff meetings do not have minutes taken 
because privileged information is discussed at them.

We currently have 65 pre-registered. Despite the late opening of registration, this is actually 
almost in line with where we were, last year, given that Furry Fiesta is a later week, this year, and 
we often get a rush of registrations following that convention.



We currently have only about $3000 in the bank. We still have to purchase food. Our budget will 
be very tight this year.

Zola has been working on an awesome banner for next year’s convention, our 10th anniversary.

Our GoH’s for next year are Nash Red Panda, and Fox and Peppers.

A/V desperately needs a mixer. We will try to rent Furry Fiesta’s mixer. Pro-Gen may have 
something we can use.

The entrance gate will be locked after-hours. Anyone needing in or out will have to open a 
combination lock. Cards with the combination will be made available to attendees. We may need 
a light to make it easier to read.

Shasta will be hosting an intro to DJing panel.

PanPan suggests a comedy roast of Bittergrimm.

Zola suggests Karaoke.

People have until Furry Fiesta to submit panel ideas.

Meeting closed: 9:23pm


